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one of the purposes of the historians corner is to remind the
everyday reader of the value of documentary data for instance a
trained professional might find within the run of the mill document a
single word phrase or paragraph that createsrecreatesre an era as effectively
as a stylistsstylists vignette or perhaps he or she will spot within the tangle
of ordinary concerns a biographically revealing incident even a
documents tone or rhythm can be important all that is needed is the
sensitive eye to find matter and call it to our attention

neither of the letters that we present in this historians corner
is ordinary or run of the mill both contain new data and shed light on
the era producing them but in each case the careful commentary of a
sensitive historian greatly increases our understanding

the first is presented by dr everett L cooley a seasoned histo-
rian who now serves as collections specialist at the university of utah
marriott library dr cooley provides a brigham young holograph
which speaks of utah conditions during the 1850s perhaps as signifi-

cant is the letters nonchalant call of elder george Q cannon to the
quorum of the twelve which tells a great deal about president youngs
manner and times

equally interesting is dr roger D launiussLauniuss joseph smith III111ili

and the kirtland temple suit dr launius who is chief of the office
of history at the united states air logistics center at ogden utah
presents a letter written by joseph 111IIIililii the son ofofmormonismsmormonismsMormonisms found-
ing prophet while its style and tone suggest a great deal about the
author and even the decision making process of the early reorganized
church ofjesus christ of latter day saints the letter most importantly
tells a great deal more about the famous kirtland temple suit

both authors reveal that much is yet to be learned about long
established mormon issues and eras truly the old historical trees of
the mormon forest continue to bear fruit


